
Free horse racing betting systems
Many punters follow horse racing systems in order to point them toward horses that have a
genuine chance of winning. The idea is to replace bad judgement with good judgement. A
punter with bad judgement will back a horse because it is being ridden by a certain rider
and for no other reason. Such a punter takes no account of whether the horse is fit, is
racing within its grade, can handle the going and distance and so forth.
A system can replace good judgement with bad. A punter with good judgement may be
prepared to forgive a horse one bad run if it struck traffic problems during the running but a
system may discard such a horse.
A combination of a system + your good judgement may be what is called for.
Here are some systems which have merit and worth following up on but may not provide
you with much action.
System one
1. Note horses that finished outside of the first three placings last time
2. Eliminate those that last raced more than 14 days ago
3. Any remaining horse that was among the first three favourites at its last race qualifies as
a system bet
System two
Note all last race winners ion each race and back the ones that raced for the most prize
money within their last six races.
System three
Note any horse which is racing on a course that it has gained all of its successes at.
System four
Back any horse that won as the favourite last time out providing that it won by 3 lengths or
more
System five
Back any horse that has been the favourite in at least half of its career races.
System six
Back a last race beaten favourite providing that it has previously won at today's course
and distance.
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